APA Citations

Academic Search Complete


Book Review from a Daily or Weekly Magazine, Multiple Authors

Authors. (Date of Publication). Title of Article


• First in-text citation: (Abbott, Rotella, Reiss & Zaleski, 2001); thereafter use (Abbott et al, 2001)

Article from a scholarly journal with DOI

Authors. (Date of Publication). Title of Article. Title of Journal. Volume (Issue#). Page numbers.


Doi:10.1375/brim.11.1.17

Digital Object Identifier

• In-text citation for a direct quote: (Ferguson, 2010, p. 17)
• In-text citation for a paraphrase: (Ferguson, 2010)
Article from Bimonthly Magazine


- In-text citation for a direct quote: (Fox, 1999, p. 172)
- In-text citation for a paraphrase: (Fox, 1999)

Article from a Scholarly Journal, no DOI.


- In-text citation: (Harding, 2002)

Editorial from a Magazine


- In-text citation: (“More,” 2002)
Note: The Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is a unique number for academic journals, and may be located by searching the title of the article at CrossRef.
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